ERIS600
The nJoy Eris 600 is a line interactive UPS with a total power of 600VA/360W
which is connected to one or multiple external batteries (including the
common 12V car battery) and is powered at a voltage rate of 220V. It does
not incorporate an internal battery but enables you to attach a variety of
external units depending on the backup time required for your connected
equipment.
The AVR installed on the Eris 600 UPS is designed to maintain the voltage
level at around 220V. It will boost and buck voltages produced by external
factors that may damage the connected equipment.

nJoy ERIS600

Your energy supply during power failures.

nJoy ERIS600 is targeting

Gas central
heating units

Owners of central heating units
Medical
equipment

Security companies

Wood central
heating units

Companies that own computer systems

Professional plumbers

Computers

Connecting external batteries

Monitors

nJoy Eris 600 can use any type of 12V battery
Telecommunication
equipment

limited only by the serial or parallel technical
specifications of the connectivity. The battery
capacity is chosen according to the required backup

DVR systems backup for
security equipment

time and the total consumption of the connected
equipment.
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Why ERIS600

How much backup time does ERIS600 offer
nJoy Eris 600 was specially created to be
a completely customizable UPS regarding

Central Heating Unit

the backup time in case of a power outage.

APARTMENT

You need not worry anymore that the central

24kW
120W consumption

12V 100Ah x 1

240 minutes

12V 55Ah x 1

130 minutes

heating unit or other electronics will stop
in case of a power outage because Eris 600
will provide electricity for any period of

Central Heating Unit

time (based on the total consumption of

HOUSE

25kW
240W consumption

the secured equipment and of the attached
battery’s capacity).

12V 100Ah x 1

120 minutes

12V 55Ah x 1

70 minutes

The nJoy Eris 600 UPS represents the
best price / quality ration on the market
providing a professional, reliable and
lasting solution.

Because of the AVR (automatic voltage
regulator) installed on the Eris UPS your
connected electronics are protected against
power fluctuations. The unit can be positioned
anywhere (based on the storage and usage
instructions present in the user manual)
because of its compact size and all-round

Load

12V 100Ah x 1

12V 55Ah x 1

25%

360 minutes

190 minutes

50%

210 minutes

110 minutes

75%

150 minutes

80 minutes

100%

90 minutes

50 minutes

black color.

Where is Eris positioned on the shelf
Because Eris 600 is intended to be a complete and integrated
solution for central heating units we recommend placing the UPS at
the thermal department.

For more information about the nJoy Eris UPS please visit
our site at www.njoy.ro
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